Goldman Sachs & the Wildlife Conservation Society: Partners in Conservation
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During a 19th century expedition to the region, Charles Darwin offered his thoughts
about this spectacular area: “A single glance at the landscape was sufficient to show
me how widely different it was from anything I had ever beheld.”

Tierra del Fuego is a sprawling wilderness that contains snow-capped mountains, unique grasslands, rivers, wetlands,
as well as the world’s southernmost stands of old-growth forests. The region supports a wide range of extraordinary
wildlife, including the culpeo fox.

The diverse climate of Tierra del Fuego is home to hundreds of plant and animal species, including the condor, lenga tree
and the region’s signature animal, the guanaco, a member of the camel family.

The partnership between Goldman Sachs and the Wildlife Conservation Society is
designed to protect these treasured lands in perpetuity. We hope that this unique
alliance will serve as the model for protecting other significant regions around the globe.

The Wildlife Conservation Society saves wildlife and wild places and inspires people
to share our vision of a world in which humans and wild nature live in harmony.
Goldman Sachs acts as a catalyst for innovation and growth
for clients around the world.
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